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Reduced construction time 
Connections with HALFEN Anchor 
Channels are rapidly installed using a 
torque wrench only. Complex and time 
consuming installation and verification 
processes related to on-site welding  
and drilling are not required.

Many advantages with one result:
HALFEN provides safety, reliability and 
efficiency for you and your customers.

Resolves tolerance issues 
Takes up the large tolerances  
associated with connections to  
concrete constructions.

HALFEN HZA DYNAGRIP® 
Toothed Anchor Channels  
are high performance, hot-
rolled, serrated profiles with 
matching toothed T-bolts. 
This system permits adjust-
ment of the connection com-
bined with particularly high 
longitudinal load capacity.

HALFEN Anchor Channels
HALFEN HZA DYNAGRIP® Toothed Anchor Channels provide  

the most secure and durable long-term anchorage in concrete.
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Fx

Fx
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Fy

Fz

Maximum safety and reliability 
HALFEN HZA DYNAGRIP® Toothed 
Anchor Channels do not damage 
reinforcement or concrete. They can 
be safely used in the tension zone of 
concrete, and will not work loose over 
time.

Covers all conditions 
4 body profiles, stainless and 
carbon steel, in any length up to 20' 
combined with 4 T-bolt diameters, 
lengths from 1" to 12" ‒ all the 
choice the designer needs.

Reduced design risk 
Load tables available for standard 
conditions ‒ engineering support 
provided for custom situations.

Mechanical load transmission 
Interlocking connection between 
channel and T-bolt teeth provides 
positive transmission of loads in all  
three planes ‒ including the longitudinal 
direction.

HALFEN HZA DYNAGRIP® 
Toothed Anchor Channels 
with toothed HALFEN 
T-bolts provide safe three-
dimensional load capacity 
and superior dynamic  
performance.

HALFEN USA Inc. ⋅ 8521 F.M. 1976 ⋅ PO Box 547 ⋅ Converse ⋅ TX 78109
Phone: + 1 800.423.9140 ⋅ www.halfenusa.com ⋅ info@halfenusa.com

HALFEN embeds are used by  
designers across North America.  

A new dimension is now available  
in this established and well accepted 
anchoring method.
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HALFEN CHANNELS

The Right  So lut ion for  Ever y Connect ion Problem

•   Economical solution for non-critical  
connections

•   Recommended for static,  
non-dynamic loads

•   Suitable for tension and transverse 
shear loads

•   Economical solution for non-critical  
connections

•   Recommended for static,  
non-dynamic loads

•   Suitable for tension and longitudinal/
transverse shear loads

•   Suitable for critical and structural 
connections

•   Recommended for static, dynamic,  
and blast loads

•   Recommended for tension and 
transverse shear loads

•   Suitable for critical and structural 
connections

•   Recommended for static, dynamic,  
and blast loads 

•   Recommended for tension and 
transverse shear loads

•   Excellent longitudinal shear load 
capability

HALFEN supplies each of the above types of channels and T-bolts in a wide range of sizes and load capacities. HALFEN Anchor 
Channels and T-bolts are available in high quality galvanized steel and several grades of stainless steel. This provides design flexibility 
to accommodate most connection applications including those in interior, exterior, marine, and aggressive chemical environments.
Efficient in all types – HALFEN Anchor Channels are available in lengths from 6” (150mm) to 19’-11” (6.07m), and come with  
pre-installed, easily removable filler to prevent concrete ingress during the concrete pouring process.

HALFEN HTA Anchor Channel, cold-rolled

HALFEN HZA Toothed Anchor Channel, cold-rolled

HALFEN HTA Anchor Channel, hot-rolled

HALFEN HZA DYNAGRIP® Toothed Anchor Channel, hot-rolled

Tension FZ,
Transverse 
shear FQ

Longitudinal shear 
FL  
(low loads)

Tension FZ,
Transverse 
shear FQ

Longitudinal shear FL  
(for carbon steel 
and stainless steel)

Tension FZ,
Transverse 
shear FQ

Tension FZ,
Transverse 
shear FQ

Dynamic loads 

Dynamic 
loads

Longitudinal 
shear FL  
(high loads)
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USING HALFEN CHANNELS To ANCHoR

Cur ta in -Wal l  Façades

HALFEN Anchor Channels embedded in 
concrete form the basis of adjustable façade 
attachment.

Bold designs by famous architects are 
often extremely challenging when it  
comes to the construction phase. Reliabili-
ty, speed of installation, safety, simplicity, 
and cost effectiveness are given the  
highest priority.

HALFEN Anchor Channels provide the  
ideal method to achieve these goals.  
Fully tested for ultimate reliability,  
HALFEN Anchor Channels allow fast and 
easy adjustment for the location of façade 
brackets. Without the need for drilling or 
welding, the façade installation can be 
completed with substantial time savings. 
Also, drill damage to the concrete and 
reinforcement is prevented; weld spark 

damage to the glass and façade is  
avoided; and, there is no need for a power 
supply for installation. The selection of 
HALFEN Anchor Channels provides both 
environmental and health advantages 
to the project. Installers, other workers, 
and occupants of buildings close to the 
construction site avoid the health hazards 
associated with high levels of noise and 
airborne dust from drilling and grinding. 
Installers, in particular, benefit because 
they avoid the health risks caused by  
welding fumes, hot surfaces, high voltage 
power supplies, and vibrating hand tools 
that can be associated with drilling and 
grinding.

L.A. LIVE, Los Angeles, California, U.S.
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USING HALFEN CHANNELS To ANCHoR

Cur ta in -Wal l  Façades
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In construction projects in numerous countries on every continent, HALFEN Anchor Channels are helping to realize modern  
architectural designs and complicated structures.

Façade installation: Pairs of HALFEN Anchor 
Channels are suitable for transferring consider-
able tension and shear forces while providing 
easy installation adjustment. 

Curtain wall installation: Flush mounted HALFEN Anchor Channel embedded in concrete. HALFEN Brackets can be pre-installed and re-adjusted later, as  
needed, for the installation of the façade panel. 

Curtain wall installation: Flush mounted HALFEN Anchor Channels embedded in concrete enable  
rapid and accurate façade installation. This allows the building envelope to be enclosed faster, enabling 
the completion of the interior finishes sooner. 
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USING HALFEN CHANNELS To ANCHoR

Façade,  Stadium, and St ructura l  Components

Roof and beam connections: HALFEN Anchor Channels allow secure and 
accurate installation of major structural elements. 

Walkway, window cleaning, and sunscreen connections: Stainless steel  
or hot dip galvanized, HALFEN Anchor Channels provide the ideal  
connection solutions for building components that require high levels  
of safety, accuracy, and security. 

Stadium or auditorium seating connections: Unlike drilled connections, 
HALFEN Anchor Channels are engineered to ensure fast, reliable, and  
accurate installations that are dust and noise free. During service, seats 
can be removed or re-positioned for disabled access, replacement, or  
special crowd control. 

Handrail installation: HALFEN Anchor Channels provide secure connections 
for high loads close to the edge of concrete, while allowing fast and  
easy installa tion adjustment. In stadiums, handrails can be removed or  
re-positioned for disabled access or special crowd control.

Window installation: HALFEN Anchor Channels provide secure  
connections for high loads close to the edge of precast façade panels, 
while allowing fast and easy installation adjustment.
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USING HALFEN CHANNELS To ANCHoR

Façade,  Mechanica l  Ser v ices ,  and St ructura l  Components

Brick façade support: Continuous HALFEN 
Anchor Channels combined with HALFEN  
brick support brackets at movement joints 
allow accurate positioning of brick support  
and establish low thermal transfer.

Pipeline & building service connections:  
For small and large loads, HALFEN Anchor  
Channels allow accurate positioning of  
supports without dust from overhead drilling, 
damage to the concrete, or the access prob-
lems of welding. HALFEN Anchor Channels 
provide particular advanta ges when anchoring 
to highly reinforced or post tensioned concrete 
slabs.

Anchoring: HALFEN Anchor Channel embedded  
in concrete is used as the basis for secure yet  
adjusta ble precast element connections.

Connections to precast structural components: 
HALFEN Anchor Channels allow accurate and 
clean installation of major structural elements 
with out dust from drilling, damage to the  
concrete, or the access problems of welding. 

Elevator shaft connections: HALFEN Anchor Channels are designed to withstand dynamic loads. 
Moreover, with HALFEN Anchor Channels, doors and elevator guide rails can be positioned exactly 
as required. Public safety is optimized. 
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USING HALFEN CHANNELS To ANCHoR

Façade,  Mechanica l  Ser v ices ,  and St ructura l  Components

Suspension assemblies: Hot-rolled HALFEN Anchor Channels provide secure connections for heavy 
structural elements, as seen here in an assembly used for a funicular railway pulley structure.

Machine mountings: Machines can be quickly 
and securely mounted with HALFEN Anchor 
Channels embedded in the concrete floor.

Elevator shaft connections: HALFEN Anchor Channels enable exact positioning of the elevator guide rails, to ensure that the elevator travels smoothly. HALFEN 
Anchor Channels can either be used to position the secondary steelwork which later will support the guide rail, as shown in the left photograph, or to connect 
the guide rail directly to the concrete, as shown in the right photograph. 
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USING HALFEN CHANNELS To ANCHoR

Equipment and Tunnel  Components

Connections in road tunnels: HALFEN Anchor 
Channels, when used with HALFEN Framing 
Channels, provide two-way tolerance for the 
accurate installation of lighting systems and 
ventilation equipment. Channels made from 
special high corrosion resistance grades of stain-
less steel are available for conditions with high 
concentrations of sulphur dioxide or chlorides.

Equipment connections: HALFEN Anchor Channels allow accurate and clean 
installation of plant and equipment. HALFEN Toothed Anchor Channels 
provide high load capacities while providing vertical adjustment. 

Connections to tunnel linings: Curved or straight 
HALFEN Anchor Channels allow accurate and 
fast installation of lighting systems, ventilation 
equipment, and power delivery catenaries.

Connections to precast tunnel linings: Curved 
HALFEN Anchor Channels allow accurate and 
clean installation of mechanical and electrical 
services without dust and noise from drilling;  
damage to the concrete; or, the power and 
access problems associated with welding. 

Craneway connections: HALFEN Anchor Channels allow accurate alignment, 
and fast installation. HALFEN Toothed Anchor Channels provide high dynamic 
side load capa cities.
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HALFEN HTA AND HZA ANCHoR CHANNELS

Product  over v iew

HALFEN HTA 
Anchor 

Channels

Hot-rolled for dynamic and static loads

HTA 72/48 HTA 55/42 HTA 52/34 HTA 50/30 HTA 40/22

  

Channel Dimensions – Inches (mm)

hch
1 - 7/8'' (48) 1 - 5/8'' (42) 1 - 5/16'' (34) 1 - 3/16'' (30) 7/8'' (22)

bch
2-13/16'' (72) 2 - 1/8'' (55) 2 - 1/16'' (52) 2 '' (50) 1 - 9/16 '' (40)

y 2'' (50) 1 - 9/16'' (40) 1 - 9/16'' (40) 1'' (25) 3/4'' (20)

hinst
6 -15/16'' (176) 7 - 1/8'' (182) 6 - 3/8'' (162) 3 - 5/8'' (92) 3 - 5/16'' (84)

HALFEN HS 
T-bolts

HS 72/48 HS 50/30 HS 40/22

M 20 - M 30
(3/4'' - 1 - 1/4'')

M 16 - M 20
(5/8'' - 3/4'')

M 10 - M16
(3/8'' - 5/8'')

HALFEN
HTA and

HZA Anchor 
Channels

Hot-rolled for dynamic and static loads Cold-rolled for static loads 

Toothed channels for high longitudinal loads

HZA 64/44 HZA 53/34 HZA 38/23 HZA 41/22 HTA 49/30 HTA 38/17 HTA 28/15

 

Channel Dimensions – Inches (mm)

hch
1 - 3/4'' (44) 1-5/16'' (34) 7/8'' (23) 7/8'' (22) 1 - 3/16'' (30) 11/16'' (17) 9/16'' (15)

bch
2 - 1/2'' (64) 2 - 1/16'' (53) 1 - 1/2'' (38) 1 - 5/8'' (41) 1 - 15/16'' (49) 1 - 1/2 '' (38) 1 - 1/8 '' (28)

y 1 - 9/16'' (40) 1-1/2'' (39) 1'' (25) 3/4'' (20) 1'' (25) 3/4'' (20) 9/16'' (15)

hinst
7 - 1/4'' (184) 6 - 3/8'' (162) 5 - 15/16'' (151) 3 - 5/16'' (84) 3 - 5/8'' (92) 3 - 1/8'' (79) 3 - 1/16'' (77)

HALFEN  
HS and HZS 

T-bolts

HZS 64/44 HZS 53/34 HZS 38/23 HZS 41/22 HS 50/30 HS 38/17 HS 28/15

M 20 - M 24
(3/4'' - 1'')

M 16 - M 20
(5/8'' - 3/4'')

M 12 - M16
(1/2''- 5/8'')

M 12 - M 16
(1/2'' - 5/8'')

M 10 - M 20
(3/8'' - 3/4'')

M 10 - M 16
(3/8'' - 5/8'')

M 6 - M 12
(1/4'' - 1/2'')

Notes:  Most HALFEN Anchor Channels are available in hot dip galvanised carbon steel and stainless steel. HALFEN T-bolts are available in the widest 
range of lengths and diameters, with finishes ranging from electroplated and hot dip galvanised to stainless steel.
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1.  After marking the approximate position needed for connections, HALFEN 
Anchor Channels are simply nailed to the formwork before pouring 
concrete.

When HALFEN Anchor Channels are chosen and specified in the 
early stages of the design phase, both designers and contractors 
are guaranteed efficiency and maximum results. Engineered to the 
highest North American and German standards, HALFEN Anchor 
Channels ensure safe, quick, and reliable connections without any 

3.  HALFEN T-bolts can be quickly twisted into any position inside the HALFEN Anchor Channel. Nuts are simply tightened on HALFEN T-bolts to secure 
building components to the structure. Slotted brackets combined with HALFEN Anchor Channels allow adjustment for accurate positioning in two or 
three dimensions.

2.  When the formwork is removed, the foam filler strip is simply taken out 
from the HALFEN Anchor Channel.

S imple,  Secure,  and Cos t  E f fect ive

dust, noise, vibrations, and fire hazards that accompany drilling 
and welding operations.  With no need for special tools or  
special training, HALFEN Anchor Channels and T-bolts are  
easily installed by construction workers, and connections  
are quickly adjusted to suit construction tolerances.

THE HALFEN ANCHoR CHANNEL ExPERIENCE
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CoNTACT HALFEN WoRLDWIDE

www.halfen.com

HALFEN has a  g lobal  network of  Subs id iary  Companies  to ass is t  you.  The main contact  in format ion 
for  North Amer ica ,  Europe and As ia  i s  prov ided be low. For  a  fu l l  l i s t  of  of f i ces  p lease v is i t  
www.hal fen.com

HALFEN GmbH shall not accept liability for the accuracy of the information in this publication or for any printing errors.

HALFEN is also represented by distributors in Argentina, Australia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Brazil, Bulgaria, Chile, China, Colombia, Croatia/Bosnia- 
Herzegovina/FYRoM/Montenegro, Cyprus, Estonia, Greece, Hong Kong, Hungary, India, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Japan, Jordan, Kingdom of Saudi-Arabia, Latvia, 
Lebanon, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malaysia, Malta, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Philippines, Republic of Kazakhstan, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Singapore, 
Slovenia, Spain, South Korea, Taiwan/RoC, Thailand, Turkey, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, Uruguay, Vietnam

USA & Mexico HALFEN USA Inc. 
8521 F.M. 1976
Converse, TX 78109

Phone: +1 800.423.9140 
E-Mail:  info@halfenusa.com
Web: www.halfenusa.com

 Fax: +1.877.683.4910

Canada UCC Industries International [Distributor] 
Units 12 & 13
895 Sandy Beach Road
Pickering, Ontario, L1W 3N7

Provinces of British Columbia and Alberta: Please contact HALFEN USA Inc.

Phone: +1 905.831.7724 
E-Mail: bhughes@ucci.ca
Web: www.ucci.ca

 Fax: +1 905.831.5872 

 Fax:  +49 2173 970-123Germany HALFEN GmbH 
Liebigstrasse 14 
40764 Langenfeld

Phone: +49 2173 970-0  
E-Mail: info@halfen.de 
Web: www.halfen.de


